
 
 

How many locations and employees do you currently have on staff?  
 

What is the main business driver that brings in revenue?  
 

How do you collaborate with your team? 

 

How do you interact with your customers? How do your customers perceive you? 
Are you rated in your customer experience? 

 

What does your current infrastructure look like? On-premise? In the cloud?  
 

What business owned equipment do employees use? How are they set up, 
deployed, and managed? 

 

What challenges in technology have you faced in the past year? Slowed down 
business or prevented you from pursuing new technology initiatives? 

● Integrations 

● Implementations 

● Current technology solutions not meeting needs of employees or we aren't 
getting the most out of our current technology due to lack of  staff or

 training/knowledge limitations of employees/IT.
● Planning / strategy 

● No IT budget 
● Not happy with some current solutions (internet, cloud services, MSP's, etc) - 

Cost too high, bad support 
 

What is your team doing to prevent, detect, and respond to cyber attacks? 

 

How are you currently backing up data?  
 

What compliance requirements does your business have and are they met? Do you 
have a lawyer that has signed off on this? 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Do you currently have a trusted, vendor-independent technology partner? 

● If yes, who are they and are they working alongside your IT, Finance, and 
Operations teams to provide free... Collaboration and  guidance on IT strategy, 
solution and deployment and deployment architecture, vendor relationship 
management? 

● If not, who spearheads your technology, security, and cloud strategy? What has 
been their focus over the last year? What initiatives do you have for the next 3 
years? Who is involved in the decision process? Who interacts with vendors? 

 

Who is involved in the decision-making process for technology needs at your 
company?  
 

Do you currently have a IT team on staff? If YES... 
● How many people? 

● What are their current responsibilities? 

● What current challenges have they faced? 

● How do they handle ticket requests? How many tickets usually get submitted in 
a given month? 

 

Would you be interested in an unbiased, free consultation/audit from a 
technology advisor with a team of decades of technology experience who could 
offer 

● Guidance on lowering existing technology costs 

● Fixing existing technology gaps, planning and implementing and fast tracking 
new technology solutions with certified engineers and architects 

● Providing near real time quotes and promotions from over 1000 services, 
hardware, and applications, from over 300 suppliers. 

● A single-source partner that deals directly with the carriers and suppliers so you 
do not have to. No more spending hours talking to Comcast support, Verizon, or 
your other service providers when something goes wrong. 

 

 

 


